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Of Pepperoni Rolls and
Soup Beans:
On What it Might Mean to Eat Like a West Virginian

in the end, it took New York City to make me a West

Virginian. There is the technicality of my birth, in Morgan-

town, West Virginia, my only home until age 22. But I spent

those years eating pepperoni rolls and waiting to move to

Manhattan, where the mountains are hard, reflective steel

and pepperoni is a pizza topping.

In New York, I became that friend from a novelty place,

fielding questions about incest and obesity, stereotypes that

offer crude attempts at definition, as stereotypes do. Not that I

knew the real definition. Until those barbs stirred some latent

identity, I’d never felt the need to name it. Then I got a job

writing about food, and I started thinking about food in West

Virginia. I was, at this point, something of an immigrant. And

when you’re talking about food, which I prefer to do most

always, every immigrant is a minute of stopped time. In for-

eign kitchens, we cook what’s familiar, preserving the recipe,

the story, the self. We do this because, when we’re uprooted,

food is our root. It’s also our root long before we’re uprooted,

long before we realize it.

I started baking pepperoni rolls, those pillows of meat-

stuffed bread that began as lunch for West Virginia’s Italian

coal miners. I breaded and fried chicken like my grand-

mother’s, armed with one of her cast-iron skillets. I shopped

New York’s greenmarkets and was shocked just to find ramps,

the Appalachian wild onions, let alone to find them selling

for $10 a pound. Back home, you can buy them from a truck

bed for practically nothing, and that’s if you don’t know where

to forage them. Not that I do. With parents from Pennsylvania

and New Jersey, I’d never considered myself much of a West

Virginian. The only things I foraged were extra cheddar bis-

cuits on those special trips to the closest town with a Red

Lobster, an honor not then available to Morgantown and

one that, from New York, I realized was dubious. From my

third-floor walkup, I imagined the broader pastoral of this

place I’d left: prideful home gardens, the occasional quiet

farm. Yet I’d go back to a town that (while home to a few

local-loving gems, like the unimpeachable Black Bear Burri-

tos) was increasingly overrun by the usual casual-dining-

at-the-strip-mall suspects. Why this enduring fetishization of

endless pasta bowls and value meals, the sodium-spiked sub-

urban facelessness? Surely, West Virginia could eat better

than this off its own abundance. Surely, somewhere, it

already did.

*****

I believed that slow-food curiosity to be my motivation.

I believe it to be, at least, a motivation. Either way, it com-

pelled me to spend one August day driving my mother’s car to

Rock Cave, West Virginia, a cartographic gesture separated

from Interstate 79 by twenty miles of country road, in search

of a farmer and chef named Dale Hawkins. A note on me and

back roads: I love them. I find them comforting. In college,

I had a period of something approximating insomnia, and

I would spend chunks of midnight hours driving country

roads, persuaded by the impression of forward motion. Some-

times I’d drive in one direction until sunrise, then turn

around. That this drive made me nervous, in the way that

one is nervous to drive in a foreign country, felt a little weird.

My camera was in the passenger seat, and there were pictur-

esque spots along the route—an old gas station, an aban-

doned restaurant—that caught my eye. I slowed down, and

again on the way back, but didn’t stop.

When I reached Dale Hawkins, in the kitchen of the

Rock Cave IGA, he was packing tomatoes. Hawkins runs

a slew of culinary enterprises under the name of the

seventeen-acre farm he grew up on, Fish Hawk Acres. Aside
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from the farm, community-supported kitchen, and CSA,

Hawkins’s pet project is New Appalachian Cuisine: ‘‘global

food fused with local ingredients and given a regional inter-

pretation.’’ In the kitchen, he told me that the inspiration for

it came from his experience cooking in Florida and seeing the

clout that the peasant food of his youth, ingredients like

ramps, quail, and rabbit, held on a menu. ‘‘We were chichi

before we knew it,’’ Hawkins said, laughing. Just ask the

Union Square Greenmarket.

A bearishly boyish guy with a welcoming, dimpled face,

Hawkins offered to drive me through the farm.We were in his

dusty Subaru for about thirty seconds before we hung a right

into rows and rows of crops. Hawkins was hoping to plant

forty acres before long; he already had squash, tomatoes, mel-

ons, beans, greens, peppers. We talked about mono farms in

the Midwest growing miles of corn. We talked about the

state’s bakeries and creameries, businesses that were seeking

him out to sell their products. We stopped at the cooling shed

and surveyed buckets of tomatoes, birthmarked and Willy

Wonka bright. One of his employees showed off a new

‘‘chicken condo.’’ Then, Hawkins and I drove to the farm-

house, where we found his brother. Who, naturally, took us to

see the goats.

There were baby goats. And puppies, of some snowy-

white shepherd breed, whose mother I believe was charged

with guarding the goats. When I was in kindergarten, we took

a field trip to a local farm; we watched ducklings zip down

a slide into a pool and got a swath of shorn wool each and, if I

did see a goat then, it was the last time before this day. The

whole experience—the incongruity of driving a car through

a field, the damn integrity of it all, agricultural to familial—

made me giddy. The way a journalist feels when an interview

goes well, maybe. But also, I don’t know, like I was buying

a piece of some village artisan’s pottery. A little self-satisfied.

A little drunk on the rural atmosphere I no longer inhabited.

I am not sure, still, how much of that day amounts to more

than vaguely autobiographical tourism.

*****

Months later, I spoke with a friend of Hawkins’, another chef

named Tim Urbanic. Urbanic grew up in a small Pennsylva-

nia coal-mining town. His family lived off the land, and he

moved to West Virginia as an adult because it was one of the

only places where living off the land remained possible. He

runs Cafe Cimino, a celebrated restaurant in Sutton, West

Virginia, that sources largely from its own crops and those of

friends (including Hawkins), with over twenty Appalachian

purveyors supplying regional items like paddlefish caviar.

I didn’t know much about paddlefish caviar, or really

what we talk about when we talk about Appalachian cuisine,

or whether what I grew up eating constituted it. So I called

Mark Sohn, an Appalachian scholar and author of Appala-

chian Home Cooking. Traditional Appalachian cuisine, Sohn

said, is a product of necessity: Families had what they grew

(tomatoes, apples), foraged (ramps, morels), raised (chickens,

pigs), and caught (deer, trout). The cuisine, if you will, was so

basic that he summarized it with your standard culinary

action verbs: snapped (as in beans), boiled, fried, canned,

gardened, milked, salted. Chicken was fried. Apples were

preserved into butter. Soup beans were simmered and served

with cast-iron skillet cornbread. Sohn’s voice bore his Ken-

tucky roots, and in the course of conversation it came out that

I lived in Brooklyn and he in Manhattan. We got a kick out of

this, the fact that we’d made separate trips across the Mason-

Dixon Line to sit in New York waxing about apple butter.

When Sohn spoke of necessity, I thought of my grand-

mother. Like Urbanic, she grew up in a Pennsylvania mining

town. She more or less ran the house in her youth, after my

great-grandmother injured herself with an axe while chop-

ping wood. My grandmother made great beans—navy

beans—simmered with salt, pepper, and (how I adore her

preference for this term) oleo. She did have a cast-iron skillet.

She had many, as I learned when I remarked that I’d like to

get one myself: She opened the cellar door, where at least five

hung from their handles on the wall, and handed me one as if

she were passing me a cup of coffee. She used hers mainly for

chicken, perhaps cube steak too. Mine was not a cornbread

family. I suspect that might be beside the point for our

purposes.

*****

Mine was also not a farming family, but most everyone in

West Virginia seems to garden, so we had no shortage of

neighbors’ tomatoes and peppers and zucchini. So it made

sense when Urbanic said that what state chefs like him and

Hawkins were doing, really, was accelerating a natural shift

toward celebrating local food, ‘‘by letting people know how

lucky they are to be here and pick a tomato, a cucumber, and

put it in a salad.’’ ‘‘We’re in a very special place,’’ he said.

There was just one problem: I wasn’t in that place. When

I had been, I hadn’t particularly cared. I wasn’t exactly in the

place I was either, New York, where citizenship is so condi-

tional that years pass before outsiders can claim the place as

their own. (And even then, New York is onto them.) It’s

a curious experience, trying to triangulate yourself between

two geographical ideas. It’s like parsing out which of your
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personality traits come from which parent, or wondering

where you’ve put the car keys while you’re driving.

Eventually, it creates the sensation of being both embed-

ded in and absent from the same place, a sort of metaphysical

jet lag, until that place becomes too conceptual to occupy.

Which is how it tricked me. I’d made my involvement in this

place of cast-iron skillets and soup beans too complicated,

needlessly elusive: I was there. It’s a simple matter of fact,

which offers an appetizing symmetry, because Appalachian

cuisine is so simple. It’s almost Biblical, really: Celebrate

what you have. Pepperoni rolls are borne of utility, but also

of grandparents and great-grandparents and the industry

that sustained them. They existed, and now you do. Honor

that.

Sohn, the Appalachian scholar, told me a story about

a former student of his, whose mom would pack homemade

biscuits in his lunch when he was a boy. The boy hated it. He

wanted Wonder Bread, because you had to buy Wonder

Bread, and that meant you had money. It gets laughs now,

because we idolize the homemade and deride the idea of

Wonder Bread as status symbol. But it also makes me think

of being a kid, crossing state lines to the nearest Red Lobster.

Impatient, unconcerned, because I was only from West Vir-

ginia, not of it. As if the two should ever be separated.
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